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Demosthenes still hold good, that it is mote difficult to hold
possessions won than to acquire new ones ? Or Goethe's:
" What you have inherited from your fathers, earn, that you
may possess it" ?
In his Deutsche Politik^ Billow shows himself a master of
diagnosis but not of therapeutics. Would that the statesman
had been as brilliant as the publicist, whose style was fed on
Bismarck and Treitschke. He says £ propos Pierre de la
Gorce's work on Napoleon III, that one may learn better
from the foreign policy of this unhappy monarch than from
any manual on diplomacy, how it should not.be conducted.
But he might more aptly have recommended a study of the
history of William II. Pierre Gorce's statement: ";/j a
quelque chose de pin que I'mlement^ ct sent des alliances au fond
desquelhs reside k soupfon" is undoubtedly true of the Triple
Aluance with Austria and Italy which Billow did so much to
foster.
What Billow lacked was the straightforward simplicity of,
for instance, his British contemporaries, men like Campbell-
Bannerman who was honest to the core—a state of mind for
which the post-Bismarck age of Wilhelm, Billow and company
had little understanding. In the time of Wilhelm IPs pomp
and splendour it was customary to regard uprightness and
straightforwardness as a mask for perfidy. Accordingly
England's favourable attitude towards disarmament and
compulsory arbitration at the Hague Conference was inter-
preted as mere cunning.
Billow's Morocco policy, an unhappy sop to the expansive
industrial policy of the German metal piping manufacturers
Cruder Mannesman^ was bound to rouse resentment not only
in France, behind whose policy stood an even more expensive
national industry, but also in England, who> in return for
France's having withdrawn from Egypt, was bound to her
for weal or woe. And so the Morocco policy was a milestone
on the road which led to the World War. Billow defends
it of course in his Deutsche Politik, and also defends the
German fiasco of the Algeciras Conference for which he was
responsible.
No one was more masterly than he, both in speech and
writing, in laughing off friction and obstacles, His book is

